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GAS IT EASYFIT Demountable Floor Bracket System for Fiat based vehicles - Fiat, Citroen, Peugeot.
Directly bolting a EASYFIT tank to the vehicle by just drilling 4 holes through the floor and mounting the
tank in place with bolt fixed from inside the vehicle is acceptable, the problem arises that when the internal
wooden floor is fitted over the tops of the bolts the removal of the tank in future means it will be
problematic - unless the fixing bolts are in a location under a cupboard, under the bed where you have
future access to them.
Our solution to making a permanent fixture on a new build and empty vehicle with the ability to remove the
tank at anytime was the development of the GAS IT through floor brackets system ( Fig 1 ) which in this
case has been designed to allow you to fix the GAS IT EASYFIT tanks in the space behind the exhaust on

.. series Fiat based vehicles.
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The GAS IT Demountable Floor Mounting System comprises of 4 main metal parts to fix the tank and vehicle which are : 2 internal parts with welded bolts, and 2 tank feet brackets for fixing to the EASYFIT feet
on the tank. These kits come specific for different diameter GAS IT EASYFIT tanks so when ordering
make sure the Through Floor Mounting System you order is for your tank diameter.
Fitment is very straight forward but before buying and attempting to fit the GAS IT EASYFIT tank, take a
look under the vehicle and see if there is space behind the exhaust to fit the tank. Fig 2.
Once you have confirmed there is space under the vehicle and before any internal floor is fitted in the
vehicle, simply measure the distance along the length of the tank between the M10 captive nuts on the
EASYFIT Feet on your GAS IT tank, then measure the distance between the bolts on the internal brackets
and finally mark on the floor where you want the tank to be situated and when your happy there tank will fit
then, and only then drill the 4 holes. We created the system to allow the internal brackets to be fitted down
inside the vehicles floor ribbings as seen on Fig 3.
Measure twice, or three times and drill once!
Once you have drilled the 4 holes in the vehicle floor, insert the internal brackets with the attached bolts
through he holes you have drilled. Fig 3
At this stage you can fit the internal flooring to cover the internal GAS IT brackets.
Next fit the powder coated tank brackets to the Feet on the EASYFIT tank with the included nuts bolts and
washers. Fig 4 Please note that you can place the regulator bracket fixing part on either feet and anyway
round - as long as you can reach it with your chosen pigtail.
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Once the tank external brackets have been fitted, offer the complete EASYFIT tank up to the through floor
brackets bolt ( Fig 5) protruding through the floor, and using the washers and nyloc nuts provided secure
the tank to the vehicle. Fig 6
Once the tank is secured in place then it is a simple task of completing the install of your other
components.
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